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Drawing after a photograph
(‘Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.’, Bora Petkova, 2011)
2017
64 / 96 cm
Graphite on paper 50% cotton
Photo Simeon Stoilov

Flotation Sessions

‘Flotation Sessions’ (2017 - ongoing), is a long-term project launched in Graz, Austria in partnership with the Museum of Perception (Museum
Der Wahrnehmung, MUWA), Graz. The project is an artistic study of the hallucinatory-visual material obtained during flotation sessions in an Isolation Tank - a bathtub with magnesium water at body temperature, insulated from external sounds, light and images. The condition in which a
person is in these conditions is known as sensory deprivation. The project contains a series of drawings and objects created after the sessions.
The Flotation Tank (Isolation Tank, Samadhi Tank - invented 1954 by Dr John Cunningham Lilly /January 6, 1915 – September 30, 2001/, an
American physician, neuroscientist, psychoanalyst, psychonaut, philosopher, writer and inventor.) is an interesting, fully functioning fascility
located in the museum contribuiting to the museum’s main subject and dedication - to research and present artists and art movements related
to the notion, the development and the transformation of Perception, and also to collect artworks with this profile.
The sessions in the Flotation (Isolation) Tank are in close connection to my ongoing work on drawings depicting a levitating in various urban
environments body, based on a series of photographs from the body of work: ‘Stop Being A Tourist. Start A Revolution. Start Feeling At Home’
(Bora Petkova, 2011). Having that the mentioned work is entirely autobiographical , the ‘levitation’ or the ‘flotation’ from the drawings symbolising the sence of ‘not belonging’, distachment and displacement, and also movement without moving, is trully experienced during the flotation
sessions in the tank. Further, the flotations provoked sensations and gave birth to images which were lately depicted and documented in the
drawings presented here.
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Next 4 pages:
Flotation Sessions / Session 1
2017
Series of 7 drawings
Graphite aquarelle and aquarelle color pencils on paper 100% cotton
30,5 / 23 cm and 23 / 30,5 cm
Photo Simeon Stoilov

When given freedom from external exchanges and transactions, the
isolated-constrained ego (or self or personality) has sources of new
information from within.
John C. Lilly and Jay T. Shirley ‘Experiments in Solitude in Maximum Achievable Physical Isolation with Water Suspension of Intact Healthy Persons.’

The deprivation of sences to and from the exterior stimuli such as sounds, light, images, tactile sensations, temperatures differing from that of
the body, or other presence; opened a different sensitivity focused on the deeper, inner procceses. From neurogical point of view when the
brain is not receiving stimuli from the surrounding environment, refusing to function in such sort of vacuum, it starts to produde halucinatory
images and gives the body and the mind with sensations which it is hard to distingwish wether are real or imaginary. The lightness of the body
caused by the high concentration of Magnesium Sulfate in the water, releeves the mind from the struggle with the gravity and stops maintaining the muscular tension in order to support the body on the surface without sinking. The body is suspended in a deep muscular and mind
relaxation.
Each flotation session starts with a kind of symbolic death of the controlled conciousnes and the awareness of the surrounding environment
and of the self. It is a kind of transition, an opening of the eyes to a world of communication with living signs, an Initiation. This initial stage is
present at the begining of each series as a black drawing, containing no images.
Due to the completely mental profile of this experience, no photographs can be made of these images and sensations. The multiple points of
view and layers of the experience, the drifting between how it feels and what I know about the reality, the personaly and the trans-personal
semiotic system, when there is a feeling rather than a picture, how to express it on paper, in addition to the impossibility to make any photographic documentation, makes their depiction exraordinary strange. It happens that for a single picture/vision one drawing is enough. Some
visions do not develop with time during the session. In others there is an action going on and the image is changing, so do the perspectives
and the points of view as well. In these cases more than one drawing is needed to depict the picture and the action. The way to memorise and
record the sensations and the images before getting to put them on paper as drawings, is emediately after the flotaion to sit in silence and tranquility and note them down with key words, trying not to forget even a single detail nor to add whatever that has not been there. The remembering, the playback and the keywords assisted by the proces of writing them down, helps me to bring the images and the sensations in finest
details to the present time and condition of the mind and makes them more accessible when the time to draw them comes.This process generates series of drawings, related to each other in a precise sequence. There are some key stages and conditions during the flotations which span
and repeat in the separate sessions and series of drawings, which are only manifested with different images. However, by now this is the most I
could say, or at least in this document and format.
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Here and next 6 pages:
Flotation Sessions / Session 2
2017
Series of 12 drawings
Graphite aquarelle and aquarelle color pencil on paper 100% cotton
30,5 / 23 cm and 23 / 30,5 cm
Photo Simeon Stoilov
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Deeper Is The Sea At Night

‘Deeper is the Sea at Night’ is a sentence that came to my mind seams like from outside of me. In that time I was (and I am still) working on the
long term project ‘Flotation Sessions’ and I think the sentence is tightly connected to the project. I find the connection in one of the materials I
am using in my work. It is the coppying graphite paper which I am using to transfer a drawing to the cotton paper that I am drawing on in the
series, after clearing the image with a preparatory drawing on a separate sheet of paper. To distinguish the drawings from the different flotation sessions even on the coppying graphite papers, I am using a new coppying paper for each series of drawings. There, each coppying sheet
contains the drawings from each separate series, amassed one after another creating an intense and complecsed image - a compilation from
the overlaped separate images. This is visible due to the transparency ot the sheet at places where the lines fall and overlap. There the opacity
of the graphite which covers the sheet sollydly in the begining is decreased, so the light can penetrate through the paper.
I have the idea that stages from a certain proces sometimes can be as complete, beautifull, meaningfull and ready to be contemplated as is the
final result itself. They can be an archival part from the working proces and the same time a matter on it’s own. The archive or a document can
not replace an experience, because the live time factor will be missing and the relations between the fact and the ongoing reality will be gone
as well, but still... I am displaying the scanned graphite coppying papers (which I am keeping together with the preparatory drawings) as a separate work.

Returning to the sentence ‘Deeper is the Sea at Night’, there are a few
other conotations regarding two maters: the matter my privet memories and the mater of the graphite paper itself.
Regarding the first relation: As a child and in my teenage years (and
still) I loved to swimm in the sea or just fo rest on the surface of the water at night. Most of the times I was wearing nothing, because there is
no one for whom this would be disturbing. I remember the sensations I
had: the imaginatory, the freedom of timelessness,of the profound sea
and sky, the weigh and the weightlessness of the body, the spontaneous fear while gazing the profound night skyes and waters, the feeling
that water is much thicker at night, that it is richer of images and creatures, that it has a stronger connection to my psychic and body, that I
am more connected to the world behind the object. I felt the water is
alive - alive in the sence that it is full of living creatures and alive as a
living and concious, responsive mater on it’s own.
The second relation comes with the material - the graphite coating of
the copying paper: Normally, in the transfering proces, the graphite
coppying paper is facing the surface where the image should be transfered. To me this means that we are leaving a mark, a projection of
our actions on some kind of mater. Now, to display the graphite paper
either I have to show it from the graphite side, so the image will be mirrored, or to display it with light passing from the graphite side towards
the viewer, so, the image will be as on the drawings. I have chosen to
present them as a compilative image that mirrores the drawings. So
the graphite is facing the viewer as if it is not us who are leaving marks
and projecting our imagination in the dark waters, but the water itself
is contacting us through images, projecting her own deep conciousness on us... Or it functions both ways? Or may be during the flotations
the water and the condition of the ‘levitating’ body are the mediators
to enter a different state of conciousness.
Deeper Is The Sea At Night
2017 - ongoing
graphite copying paper, hand written text
30,7 / 21 cm

Previous page:
Deeper Is The Sea At Night
2017 - ongoing
Series of graphite copying papers with varying opacity
Papers # 1 and 2 from the 1st and the 2nd ‘Flotation Sessions’ series of drawings
Graphite, paper, a compilation of traces from image transfering
30,7 / 21 cm
Deeper Is The Sea At Night
2017 - ongoing
Series of graphite copying papers with varying opacity
Paper # 3 from the 3rd ‘Flotation Sessions’ series of drawings
Graphite, paper, a compilation of traces from image transfering
30,7 / 21 cm

Apartment # 8

‘Apartment # 8’ is an ongoing project which main concern is to question if we really know the people around us, how much time and distance
change our perceptions and memories, to what we rely and what is it in real.
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Here and next 2 pages:
Apartment # 8
2016-ongoing
black and white photograph 12,5 / 18 cm, decorative glas 38,5 / 52 / 0,5 cm, steel hooks
Installation view: ‘In The Labeling Gap’, Sofia City Art Gallery, 2016
Photo: HR-Stamenov

Taking an original photograph (a portrait of my parents) as a reference, I am using a decorative relief glass as a filter for the image so, that the
facial characteristics become exaggerated to the level of the grotesque and the comic, then become abstract and finally disintegrate. This gradation depends on the distance between the glass and the photograph. Water is memory, that is why I use the glass that resembles water so
much - simultaneously recalling the image to the stage of painful psychological confession and taking the sharpness of the image away, as if it
fades in the depth of my memory, loosing its individuality, turning itself into a mirage, a pale silhouette and a glow.
So far the project consists of a black and white photograph depicting my parents as a young family and a decorative relief glas. The project will
be developped with drawings, interventions on photographs and mixed media installaiton. Currently I am working on pencil drawing after the
double portrait photograph of my parents from the times they were a family - a time I hardly remember.
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Temporary Status Quo

‘Temporary Status Quo’ is а work I initiated and first exhibited in 2008. It consists of polystyrene packages of various sizes, sand and water.
Some of the packages represent one volume, while others - two separate parts that are assembled to wrap and prevent the product for which
they are intended. In 2008, the piece was shown in three different exhibitions, with three different installation views of the individual parts, of
each object and in relation to the other components - sand and water.
in various locations, but relative to the peculiarities of the space, with varying relativity of the parts and to one another, it was a different but sill
the same work.
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Temporary Status Quo
2008 - ongoing
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Two parts,103 / 55 /12 cm each, variable dimensions by the type of the installation
Installation view: BAZA Award for Contemporary Bulgarian Art, 2008, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery
Copy rights: Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo Bora Petkova

In 2009, one of the objects of the work was bought by the Sofia City Art Gallery for the collection ‘Fund Contemporary Art and Photography’.
As a new acquisition It was first exhibited in 2010, with a specific installation view, diffrent from the previous ones. The remaining objects of the
work were not further exhibited, but this particular one (following the acquisition of SCAG), between 2010 and 2018 took part in four representative exhibitions of the same institution. One installation was executed by a curator of the same gallery in person following my instructions.
in the other four, I - as the author personally installed the work upon the individualities of the occasions, the space and in a way that developes
the concept of the spatio-architectural relations and physical transformations of the sculptural object, on which I work also in other works. For
this piece I follow a certain logic and behaviour in each subsequent installation.
The line this behaviour follows is hermetic one. While the earlier installations show the object’s interior - its division and the contained or
poured / pouring from out of it sand, the later installations show a tendency towards closing the object, thus leaving it’s interior and content
invisible. Only some drying and falling out of it sand would suggest to the viewer that the object is not only an exterior shape.
All four installations after the aquisition of SCAG are unique, whether they were made by someone other than the author following instructions, by the author in person, or their uniqueness is premised on the time factor, the surrounding, the context and the work itself, regardless
who has installed it. This case is interesting also in the context of the very collection, part of which the work is. Practically, The Collection owns
and holds an object that undergoes transformations with each subsequent presentation and installation, that lives one own life, but on which
the author continues to be counted to have the most of influence. For its part, The Collection has an archive of all installations on site, as well as
detailed instructions, all of which actually represent an inventory of a work in progress. The gallery has the right to present the work with each
of the installation views following the authors instructions, and on the other hand, the author has the right to transform it when the work is to
be shown.
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Temporary Status Quo
2008 - ongoing
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Two parts,103 / 55 /12 cm each, variable dimensions by the type of the installation
Installation view: Temporary Status Quo, 2008, Georgi Velchev Art Museum, Varna. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery
Copy rights: Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo Bora Petkova

Temporary Status Quo
2008 - ongoing
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Two parts,103 / 55 /12 cm each, variable dimensions by the type of the installation
Installation view: Gaudenz B. Ruf Award for New Bulgarian Art, 2008, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery
Copy rights: Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo Bora Petkova

Temporary Status Quo
2008 - ongoing
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Two parts,103 / 55 /12 cm each, variable dimensions by the type of the installation
Installation view: The Collection. New Acquisitions 2008-2009, 2010, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery
Copy rights: Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo Bora Petkova
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Previous page:
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - ongoing
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Two parts,103 / 55 /12 cm each, variable dimensions by the type of the installation
Installation view: In The Labeling Gap, 2016, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery
Copy rights: Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo Bora Petkova

Bora Petkova
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - ongoing
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand,
Two parts,103 / 55 /12 cm each, variable dimensions by the type of the installation
Installation view: “Shifting Layers. Young Art at the Museum” (2017-2018, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia, Bulgaria)
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery
Copy rights: Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo: Kalin Serapionov

Projects for a realization of “Temporary Status Quo”, (2008 - ongoing) for the exhibition
“Shifting Layers. Young Art at the Museum” (2017-2018, SCAG, Sofia, Bulgaria)
1017
Pencil drawing
21 / 14,8 cm
Courtesy of the author
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Metamorphosis

In her project, ‘Metamorphosis’, Bora Petkova has put together a collection of pieces from her art that seem to lack, at least at first glance, any
connection.
But what links its elements – laid out in the midst of the Entomology Collection and the vitrines for temporary exhibitions of the National Museum of Natural History in Sofia– into a thorough process of development and transformation is the concept of metamorphosis. It applies in equal
measure for both the artist and her art. Using mostly public art and changes of context, Petkova has created a string of complex connections
between objects, their stories and her own biography. In this project, objects – but also places, genres, techniques and the artist herself – pass
through their own transformations.
Metamorphosis describes the full transformation of a form. The concept, transposed from the world of biology, is usually applied to the moment of ripening and growing up, when a cycle is being completed or a path traversed. Bora Petkova’s ‘Metamorphosis’ begins in the objet
trouves – in this case an entomological collection and a handful of old photographs – and ends with the artist’s own disengagement from the
environment and her submerging into the perfection of that simplest and classic media: the pencil drawing.
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Photograph from personal archive documenting found situation in the ‘Rock bridges’ hut (2014)
Photo HR-Stamenov
Next two pages:
Found objects part from ‘Outlooks’ (2014)
Color reproductions of photographs (70s - 80s) with modified due to aging and storage in adverse conditions image found in the
‘Rock bridges’ hut (2014)
Color reproduction of photograph, mold, text imprint on paper, wooden frame with plaster relief coatind, hook, glass
48 / 64 / 3,5 cm
Color reproduction of photograph, wooden frame with plaster relief coatind, hook, glass
46 / 59.5 / 2.7 cm
Photo Simeon Stoilov

Photograph from personal archive documenting a reproduction of photograph with reflection of the light bulb on the glass - taken
as the sun. (2014)
Color reproduction of photograph, wooden frame with plaster relief coatind, hook, glass
46 / 59.5 / 2.7 cm
Photo HR-Stamenov

‘Outlooks’, is a sequence of old photographs that Petkova came across in a mountain hut in 2014. The photographs had captured noted Bulgarian resorts and natural phenomena – all of them in long-gone states, not only as material reality but also as photographed memories: they
either had faded into nothing or had been ‘re-painted’ by the mould and dust with which time has coated the picture surface.
The images had lost all connections with the captured locales, acquiring a state of abstractness on which meanings and associations projected.
There’s a telling picture in the ‘Outlooks’ series in which a light bulb is shedding light, like a little sun, on an extinct landscape.
The natural physical processes – melting, evaporation, erosion – and how they appear when ‘drawn’ have shaped Petkova’s art for a long time.
Gradually her interest expanded into a hypersensitivity towards all manner of layering of time, history and memory.
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‘Outlooks’ is a series of reproduced photographs that I chanced upon at the Skalni Мostove hut, in the Rhodope Mountains, in 2014. The images
document landmark natural phenomena and noted Bulgarian resorts in states they lost long ago. The replicas date from the 1970s and ‘80s and
used to decorate the rooms of the hut almost to this day. In time the photos went out of fashion; became dusty and faded; suffered under long
exposure to light, which changed their colours; the paper shrank. Eventually they were taken down and put away in the storeroom, where their
ordeal continued – mould plagued some of them, transforming their images.
In the context of ‘Metamorphosis’, I regard these reproductions as a symbol of the force that Nature uses to reclaim what’s hers and of the short
time it takes for this process to begin while man is not around. If I should compare each idea of and attempt at static visual replication replication or copyind to the Death as part of Nature’s cycle, these images appear to me frighteningly dead.

Previous page:
Outlooks
2014
Found objects: color reproductions of photographs, mold, text imprint on paper, wooden frame with plaster relief coatind, hook, glass
Variable dimentions
Installation view from the ‘Metamorphosis’ exhibition (2015)
National Museum of Natural History, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Bed & Birding
Photo HR-Stamenov
Outlooks
2014
Installation views from the ‘Metamorphosis’ exhibition (2015)
National Museum of Natural History, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo HR-Stamenov
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Installation view from the ‘Metamorphosis’ exhibition (2015)
National Museum of Natural History, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Bed & Birding
Photo HR-Stamenov

Photograph part from ‘Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.’(2011)
Photo Bora Petkova

‘Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home’ is an inscription that Petkova saw on a roadside billboard in the Berlin district of
Lichtenberg in 2011. She made it the title of a project dedicated to the state of vagabondage and the idea of home, confessing that ‘my revolution began when I became a ‘tourist’.
Travel, artistic wandering, home, adapting to new conditions, and self-determination are problems she has been living through directly and
physically. Exploring the unfamiliar and foreign environment, Petkova has again opted for a series of accidentally discovered photographs of
ikebana as well as for performative sculpture as the most suitable form of expressing her estrangement and weightlessness towards everything
around her.
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Framed found objects part from ‘Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.’ (2011)
11 color reproductions of photograps mounted on plywood with wooden back-frame
38,2 / 34,2 / 3 cm each when framed
Photo Simeon Stoilov

Installation views from the ‘Metamorphosis’ exhibition (2015)
National Museum of Natural History, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Bed & Birding
Photo HR-Stamenov
Next page:
Installation view from the ‘Metamorphosis’ exhibition (2015)
National Museum of Natural History, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo HR-Stamenov
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Photograph part from ‘Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.’ (2011)

Installation views from the ‘Metamorphosis’ exhibition (2015)
National Museum of Natural History, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Bed & Birding
Photo HR-Stamenov

To ‘levitate’ in relation to various elements in the environment is for her a means for overcoming her estrangement and for recreating the very
impossibility for interaction. Be it as it may, her levitation is always connected to the attachment to specific elements of this environment.
Own Space Outdoor’ (2011) is an ongoing project that, too, continues as a photography-and-video research of places that this artist’s detailsensitive eye has stumbled upon. Here she is working not with objects but with found spaces, appropriating them into the image.
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Drawing after a photograph
(‘Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.’, Bora Petkova, 2011)
2015
64 / 96 cm
Graphite on paper 50% cotton
Photo Simeon Stoilov
Next page:
Installation view from the ‘Metamorphosis’ exhibition (2015)
National Museum of Natural History, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Bed & Birding
Photo HR-Stamenov

‘Imago’ is the next stage, and is here only as a promise. It is in the image that the separation from reality takes place performed by ‘levitation’ in
the void public spaces. Not coincidentally, true elevation and flight can become ‘real’ not in the open or in urban spaces, but only in drawings –
where the connections break between locale and reality, artist and place.
The act of drawing frees her fully from the vacillations, estrangement and, ultimately, the conditionality of the landscape. Just like in the found
‘outlooks’, it has been reduced to little more than a landscape sign and an object. Like the old landscapes in the hut, these drawings were made
from photographic and video images. A document morphs into fiction – pure creation – and a concrete urban locale acquires a state that’s
fixed between a past moment and the present.
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Drawing after a video still
('Own space outdoor # 4', Bora Petkova, 2012)
2014
55,7 / 99 cm
Graphite and charcoal on paper 50% cotton
Photo Simeon Stoilov
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Drawing after a video still
('Own space outdoor # 5', Bora Petkova, 2012)
2014
55,7 / 99 cm
Graphite and charcoal on paper 50% cotton
Photo Simeon Stoilov
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Installation views from the ‘Metamorphosis’ exhibition (2015)
National Museum of Natural History, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Bed & Birding
Photo HR-Stamenov

In the ‘lab’ environment of the Museum of Natural History, these drawings, the series of performative sculptures in the urban spaces that have
spawned the ‘Stop Being a Tourist. Start a Revolution. Start Feeling at Home’ and ‘Own Space Outdoor’ projects, and the found landscapes are
now at once research and evidence of a completed process of transformation. It is the process that reveals Petkova’s artistic world: her artistic
logic, her development from and towards drawing, her departure from home and then back, her aloofness and attachment to places, and the
cycle of her own biography.
In this case the connection between these sequential projects – created in the space between Germany and Bulgaria – and the life cycle of butterflies is a distinct one. The question that remains is about the stage Bora Petkova has reached. Is it a declaration of her creative maturity and
integration, or is merely a transition? ‘Metamorphosis’ does not offer a completed work but rather the larva it is to grow from.
From larva to chrysalis, each stage acquires its own form, media and language – at first absolutely different from the one before but always
dependent on and impossible without it. To borrow from John Fowles, each work of art resembles, at least in the head of its creator, a larva from
which something new is hatched. For Bora Petkova this process of hatching continues.
Svetlana Kuyumdzhieva
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My Latest Work

‘My latest work’ is a work created while going and returning from work and at work. It consists of a ticket validated each day traveling in both
directions and six pairs of work gloves.
The ticket is for the three zones of Berlin: A, B and C, which I was crossing with the public transport. As a result of the daily validation of the ticket, indications of date, day, hour, year, vehicle and location overlapped and merged, becoming the ink stain that has permeated on the reverse
side of the ticket too. The gloves - worn out, frayed and covered with various materials took the form of my hands.
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Here and next page:
My Latest Work
2013
1ticket: paper and ink (8,2 / 5,9 cm), 6 pairs of used work gloves: polyester covered with various materials
Variable dimensions
Photo Bora Petkova
Installation view at page 26: ‘In The Labeling Gap’, Sofia City Art Gallery 2016
Photo: HR - Stamenov

Although my work is not constant, during a project fatigue and merger of days are inevitable. To create precisely in this state of inertia is a paradox, because the piece itself is done by repetition of operation: the daily validation of the ticket and daily wear of the gloves. Simultaneously, it
is unique and the result of multiple repetition. How creative work and labor intersect, overlap, move in parallel, and to what extent the division
is possible?
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Breathing Space

From 29 November to 21 December 2012, the project “Breathing Space” was staged at Peyo K. Yavorov House Museum in Sofia *.
“Breathing Space” is a temporary artistic intervention in the permanent exposition of Peyo K. Yavorov House Museum in Sofia, with the special
participation of HR-Stamenov and his work “Ambiguous Activities”. It explores the relationship between the life and work of the Bulgarian poet
P.K.Yavorov and the features of the house museum with the means of site-specific video and audio works.
At the context of the life and work of P.K.Yavorov, “Breathing Space” comes to consider the idea of Death as a short pause separating but also
making the leap between two eternities: the notion for Eternity from the poetry of P.K.Yavorov and the eternity of his poetry.
The project is implemented with respect to the museum activities as a whole, the importance of the building as a culture monument and the
authenticity of the permanent exposition.
* “Breathing Space” was realized with the support of the Gaudenz B. Ruf Award: http://ruf-award.org/gaudenz-b-ruf/beneficiaries/bp_21/
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View from Peyo K. Yavorov House Museum, National Museum of Literature, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo HR-Stamenov

Peyo K. Yavorov (1878 - 1914), Portrait from 1911, Photo credit Lost Bulgaria

Despite the short period (1912-1913) when the building at G. S. Rakovski Str. 136 in Sofia was a home to P. K. Yavorov, Peyo K. Yavorov House
Museum inherited the fortune and dramatic outcomes of the poet’s life and work. In “Breathing Space” the building and the museum are seen as
a screen on which these events are projected and still resonate. Whether P.K.Yavorov influenced the environment turning it into a medium that
postmortum to the poet continues to reverb the events of his life in the dramatic features that appeared in the house, or the building itself, the
events and conditions surrounding the creation of the museum have influence over his spirit, I still don’t know? Even the traces of time and the
transformations that the building had suffered over the years had turn into exhibits. Relating them with the poet’s life, yet their occurrence or
discovery long after his death, those objects acquire the symbolic meaning of artifacts. In addition to the already existing in the house museum
such “exhibits”, in the framework of this artistic investigation were found new evidence on this two-way influence in the relationship between
the life and work of P.K.Yavorov on one hand and the house museum on the other. Notwithstanding these evidence have a historical, factual and
rational justification, at the “Yavorov” case they are more like a stigma by which the house museum is re-experiencing events from the poet’s life.
BORA PETKOVA process documentation

View from Peyo K. Yavorov House Museum, National Museum of Literature, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo HR-Stamenov

Starting work on “Breathing Space”, I asked the attendant of the museum to show me the museum and the building not as to a regular visitor,
but as to a person who seeks to see beyond the visible side of things. As a result of the building rebuilt after 1959 when it became a museum, a
window went “blind.” By a strange coincidence, this is the double window in the dining room, on which place was restored the poet’s room from
his last headquarter located at the Vitosha and Solunska streets in Sofia. There he committed suicide at the age of 34, eleven months after his first
suicide attempt in the house at “G.S.Rakovski” 136 (where the present house museum is located) when he remains blind.
My desire to open the window was inspired by what I expected to find behind it - a symbol of the last eleven months of the poet, a symbol that
has no direct relevance to his life, a symbol that was part of the museum’s interior since its inception but had never been a visible part of the exposition, despite its overwhelming as revelation authenticity.
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Breathing Space
2012
9 stills from HD Video PAL ,16:9, 00:14:32, with original audio
Part from “Breathing Space”, With the special participation of HR-Stamenov,
Peyo K Yavorov House Museum, National Museum of Literature, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Gaudenz B. Ruf Award
https://vimeo.com/55888525
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Breathing Space
2012
Site specific temporary intervention (view and details)
HD Video, PAL, 16:9, 00:14:32, with original audio; found object; intervention on window; audio installation on door
Not specified dimensions
Installation view: “Breathing Space”, With the special participation of HR-Stamenov, Peyo K Yavorov House Museum, National Museum of Literature, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Gaudenz B. Ruf Award
Photo Simeon Stoilov

I repeatedly treated the bonded paint of the window chemically and mechanically in order to open it. What I found being able to open the inner
window was an external window with broken glass and spots of paint, behind which during the building rebuilt after 1959 was poured a concrete
wall. It was impossible to open the outer window because of the wall behind it but through the broken glass the concrete and the reinforcement
of the wall were clearly visible. Between the inner and outer window, I found two old fluorescent lamps which were installed there to simulate
daylight. Later, the attendant of the house museum found the light switch to the lamps that hardly worked. The bar between the two windows
was covered with dust and scattered fine particles of concrete. In this condition - opened and with thrown over the right wing of the inner window lace curtain, the window was set as part of the exposition of the house museum during “Breathing Space”.
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Breathing Space
2012
Site specific temporary intervention
Installation view: ‘Breathing Space’ (2012)
With the special participation of HR-Stamenov
Peyo K Yavorov House Museum, National Museum of Literature, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Simeon Stoilov

I documented the opening of the window with a video, which was projected in the same room, on the wall below the copy of the poet’s death
mask. As visitors had no access to the interior of the room, they had no direct sight frontally to the window too. The video projected on the wall
opposite to them (standing at the doorway of the room) was giving visual and audio information on the operation of the window opening. So,
the poet’s privacy was protected by a distance that prevents the “digging”, “peeping” and the curious verifying of the exhibits authenticity.
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Breathing Space
2012
Site specific temporary intervention (view and details)
Photo Simeon Stoilov

In the days of preparation for filming the video, below the deathbed of the poet I found an empty blue box with an inventory number. In such
boxes is stored the archive of documents in the house museum. In this box I collected the dust and concrete particles, which I found on the bar
between the two windows. The box was exposed as an exhibit in the hall of the museum - an urn for the time, for the sand of an irreversible hourglass that had piled on the ledge between the two windows, the one looking towards the room and the other towards the concrete wall.
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Breathing Space
2012
Site specific temporary intervention (view)
Photo Simeon Stoilov

The door down the hall, is another part of the interior, which appeared as a result of the building rebuilt. Again, in order to strengthen the vitality
of this ghostly place, I simulated a dynamic human presence through hidden for the visitors speakers installed behind the glass door. With a surprising, even startling effect this sound intervention was perceived by the visitors as a real presence occurring in that part of the building where
they had no visual or physical access. The sound that visitors herd was steps approaching the door, unlocking the door, breathing, knocking at a
second door, trying to open the door and stepping away. The sound was a recording of my actual movement at the inaccessible for the viewers
annexed part of the building, a sound portrait of the space. It is characterized by the echoes of empty rooms and staircases, with the dynamic
steps and the unexpected, changing spatial concept which gives to the visitors. This reinforced the sense of furtiveness and inaccessibility not
only in symbolic but in spatial terms too.
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Limited edition of the regular house museum tickets with additional stamp placed on every ticket bought during “Breathing Space”,
Edition 1/24

HR-Stamenov
Ambiguous Activities
2012
Temporary intervention in P.K.Yavorov House Museum, Sofia
Installation view: “Breathing Space”, Peyo K Yavorov House Museum, National Museum of Literature, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Gaudenz B. Ruf Award
Photo HR-Stamenov

At my invitation for special participation in "Breathing Space", the artist HR-Stamenov realized his work "Ambiguous Activities". A bright human
silhouette appears and disappears in a window frame. The piece was only visible exterior from the building on the window of the former bedroom, now the attendant's room, which houses part of the archive of the house museum. Viewers of this artistic intervention were both the visitors of the house museum and the bystanders on the G.S. Rakovski street. This intervention had no daily presence, her appearance was sudden
and varying in duration. The piece "Ambiguous Activities" aimed to attract the attention of the passersby to the strange activity appeared in the
house museum. Activity that puts the meaning and function of the museum away from the conservative and still environment, where in untouchable surrounding are exposed the material and documentary artifacts of someone's life and work, but it makes sense as a vivid environment that
has the potential to create multi-level historical and cultural dialogue communicated through contemporary means of expression.
After the finish of "Breathing Space", the interior of Peyo K. Yavorov House Museum was restored as prior to the installation of the temporary
artistic interventions.
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Behind Closed Doors

"Behind Closed Doors" is both a video documentation of a sound installation and a separate work. Within the project "Breathing Space" (2012 ,
Peyo Yavorov House Museum, Sofia), among other five works was presented an audio installation on the door across the hall of the museum. By
reason of the used specific equipment and mounting, the piece manipulated the perceptions of the visitors; the notion of space, presence and
movement that the installation provoked was realistic, but unprovable - visitors had no access to the space behind the door, for it is not part of
the museum.
Within the project "Breathing Space" was filmed a video footage documenting the interior behind the door where the audio file for the installation was actually recorded.
One year after the implementation of "Breathing Space", these two materials: the video documentation of the audio installation and that of the
inaccessible interiors behind the door were assembled in one video, thus bringing together the visible and the invisible but suggested reality.
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Behind Closed Doors
2013
9 stills from HD Video, PAL ,16:9, 00:02:22, with original audio
https://vimeo.com/85107527
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Square Flag Above a Round Shape

"Square Flag Above a Round Shape" is an action, conceived and realized for May 24 - Bulgaria's national Day of the Cyrillic alphabet and respectively of culture. The action has a visually-notional code that combines the features of the location, the specific day of realization, one of Bulgaria's
national symbols and a selected part from the International Code of Signals.
The action took place on the square in front the National Palace of Culture in Sofia and in particular two of its components: the benches around
the octahedral shape (known as “the hole”) which visually connects the square with the underpass level and on the other hand the sculptural
composition of spheres - part of the fountain located at the underpass, just below “the hole”. “The hole” is a shape arranged as a meeting place
with the wooden benches which like railing surround it. From there the citizens sitting on the benches or located in close proximity have direct
visibility to the fountain bellow. In the past the benches had wooden backs that were broken over time, missing parts and finally dismantled by
the authorities of the municipality. In place left only the twisted steel tubes, where once were mounted the metal constructions of the wooden
bench backs. These tubes served as micro litter bins and were currently stuffed with packs of waffles, cigarettes, tickets, napkins, bottle caps,
scraps and any other small trash. A similar fate has the fountain itself - subjected to drought for years (interrupted by brief periods of proper
operation) and to progressive disintegration of the mosaic pavement with which is decorated. At present, after years of neglect and ruining the
underpass is renovated, the fountain is repaired and is functioning and the benches are replaced with a simple railing. For no apparent reason the
steel cylindrical tubes still remain.
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Views from the square, the subway and the fountain in front the
National Palace of Culture in Sofia
Photo Bora Petkova

During a visit at the place some time ago, I was struck by about 40 cm long tubes some of them vertical and other quite distorted, located behind
the benches. At first and day or two after, I did not remembered the wooden backs of the benches and I assumed that those are cylindrical holders for flag masts ...?! I imagined the amazing sight of flags waving above the fountain (watching from the level of the square) and even more
beautiful picture of the flags, shaping a dynamic octahedral shape in the sky as seen from the underpass. Later, I remembered the details of how
the place looked in the past and found that the tubes which initially I thought to be stands for flag masts, never had such a function and that in
fact I "saw" the idea for something ahead I am about to realize. I thought about the national flag waving above the dry fountain with damaged
and missing mosaic.
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CHAPTER 4
SECTION 1: DISTRESS SIGNALS
(PRESCRIBED BY THE INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS FOR PREVENTING
COLLISIONS AT SEA 1972)
To be used or displayed, either together or separately, by a vessel (or seaplane on the water) in distress requiring assistance from
other vessels or from the shore.
1. A gun or other explosive signal fire at intervals of about a minute.
2. A continuous sounding with any fog-signaling apparatus.
3. Rockets or shells, throwing red stars fired one at a time at short intervals.
4. A signal made by radiotelegraphy or by any other signaling method consisting of the group • • • – – – • • • SOS in the
Morse Code.
5. A signal sent by radiotelephony consisting of the spoken word “MAYDAY”.
6. The International Code Signal of distress indicated by NC.
7. A signal consisting of a square flag having above or below it a ball or anything resembling a ball.
8. Flames on the vessel (as from a burning tar barrel, oil barrel, etc.).
9. A rocket parachute flare or a hand flare showing a red light.
10. A smoke signal giving off a volume of orange-colored smoke.
11. Slowly and repeatedly raising and lowering arms outstretched to each side.
12. The radiotelegraph alarm signal.*
13. The radiotelephone alarm signal.**
14. Signals transmitted by emergency position-indicating beacons.***
NOTES: (a) Vessels in distress may use the radiotelegraph alarm signal or the radiotelephone alarm signal to secure attention
to distress calls and messages. The radiotelegraph alarm signal, which is designed to actuate the radiotelegraph auto
alarms of vessels so fitted, consists of a series of twelve dashes, sent in 1 minute, the duration of each dash being 4 seconds and the duration of the interval between 2 consecutive dashes being 1 second. The radiotelephone alarm signal consists of 2 tones transmitted alternately over periods of from 30 seconds to 1 minute.
(b)The use of any of the foregoing signals, except for the purpose of indicating that a vessel or seaplane is in distress,
and the use of any signals which may be confused with any of the above signals is prohibited.
(c)Attention is drawn to the relevant sections of the Merchant Ship Search and Rescue Manual and the following signals:
(i.) a piece of orange-colored canvas with either a black square and circle or other appropriate symbol (for identification from the air);
(ii.) a dye marker.

*
**
***

A series of twelve four second dashes at intervals of one second.
Two audio tones transmitted alternately at frequency of 2200 Hz and 1300 Hz for a duration of 30 seconds to one
minute.
Either the signal described in ** above or a series of single tones at a frequency of 1300 Hz.

A table descibing the distress signals and image of the square flag and ball distress
signal.
139

The International Code of Signals for visual, audio and radio communications
(U.S. ed., 1969, Rev. 2003, Ch. 4, Sec. 1: Distress signals)
http://bibliotheque-des-usages.cde-montpellier.com/sites/default/files/usages/catalogue/International_Code_of_signals.pdf

I started to research on the standards for display and use of the national flag: the colors, proportions, how to display, wear, suspend and so on.
Oddly, perhaps again with intuition to create connections between seemingly unrelated concepts, objects and situations, my research had extended and directed me to a system of signals, known as the International Code of Signals (administered by the International Maritime Organisation),
which serves as regulation of the navigation. This matter greatly infatuated me. Reading, I came across a chapter describing how a vessel can signal
to other vessels or to the coast that is in trouble, to describe its specific situation and condition and to request assistance. According to the International Code of Signals for visual, audio and radio communications and the regulations of the International Maritime Organization for preventing
collisions at sea, one of the distress signals a vessel may use, requiring assistance from other vessels or from shore is "Signal, consisting of a square
flag having above or below it a ball or anything resembling a ball." (1). Reading this my memory suddenly brought me back to the composition of
spheres from the fountain in the subway. I "saw" the national flag of paper, reproduced in miniature size, placed in the cylindrical tubes, high above
the spheres of the fountain. I figured out how to visualize the signalization of distress by putting a square flag over a round shape.
(1) International Code of Signals for visual, audio and radio communications (U.S. ed., 1969, Rev. 2003, ch. 4 sec. 1: Distress signals, paragraph 7)
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The bilingual two side paper flag before the wooden handle-stick is being attached:
intact and torn view. .

According to the standard for displaying the national flag as a proportion, size and color I printed it on paper both sides in edition of 250 pcs in
order to glue the prints to wooden sticks. This can be seen on every national Day, manifestation or simply the souvenir pennants. At a distance
from the stick equal to the height of the flag I did a verticall perforation along its entire height, which split the flag to a square part remaining to
the handle and a rectangular one to the free end of the flag. On the rectangular part, I put the above quote from the International Code of Signals,
with reference to the source. So, I created conditions in which the national flag can be transformed into a square flag with a movement which rips
away a piece from it. This infringes the standardized ratio 3:5, provided that abnormal display of the flag is present still with the application of text
and perforation on its surface. The difference is that the actual "rip" of the flag is set as a potential, individual gesture.
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Square Flag Above a Round Shape
2012
6 stills from HD Video PAL ,16:9, 00:06:45, with original audio
Site-specific intervention infront the National Palace of Culture, Sofia. Bulgaria
250 paper flags with wooden handle-stick, text and perforation

The story for the benches and their backs with which I began, determined the location for Installation of the prepared pennants. After cleaning
the steel tubes from the stuffed litter, I set the flags inside, thus appointing the circumstances for perception and functioning of the situation so
pledged. For the passers-by walking on the level of the square who would notice (albeit briefly) the pennants, the distance for taking, reading
or any action with the flags is the only possible distance for visual perception of the fountain below too. For the subway passersby, the flags are
too distant to perceive the perforation or the text, that is, it is necessary to board on square level to have some interaction with the flags, which
would give them an “overview” on the whole situation. The spatial positions “above” and “below”, and the ability to move, represents the relation
“distress” / “help” as applied to the same person who has changed his/her viewpoint and thus change his/her perception.
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Square Flag Above a Round Shape
2012
9 stills from video

Documentary photographs from the event
Photo Bora Petkova

In summary of the foregoing circumstances such as location, history and structure of the action, a matter of personal choice is the realization of
the dire national situation in cultural aspect. A matter of personal choice is the linkage between the national Day, elements from the urban environment, their personal interpretation and the far distant from this case matter of the International Code of Signals. A matter of personal choice is
whether to "rip apart" the national flag asking for outside help or to "rip it apart" because there is a perforation and so without realizing it to beat
alert for ones dire position. Matter of personal choice is whether to grab one, two or as many flags as possible and continue to walk on, cheerfully
waving in the air with the free acquisition, without considering and evaluating the particular circumstances of the event and their meaning.
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Risk Capital

“Risk Catital” is a site specific work, a central point of which is the idea of regulating the relationship between Artist and Institution and in particular
the Bank institution.
The nature of matter the Artist and the Bank deal with, is defiantly different at first glance. My goal in this collaboration was to find the right language of communication and its documentation by which the artistic ideas and tools and the principles of corporate bank culture of UniCredit
Bulbank, to work for the promotion and development of the identity and achievements of both sides, creating new real values.
“Risk Capital” is a term from the field of finance. The reason to use it as a title of my work is to create a situation in which the definition of the interface between the two proffesional fields, to reach the “critical shortage".
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View from Sofia around 1910 with the first building of Bulgarian National Bank, now UniCredit Bulbank branch, where UniCredit Studio
Sofia is located
Photo credit source: Museum of History of Sofia / / Avramov, Roumen. Communal Capitalism: Ed.II. Sofia, Bulgarian Science and Culture
Foundation/ Centre for Liberal Strategies, 2007. ISBN 978-954-90758-8-5. p 74. Author: Unknown

View from the interior of UniCredit Studio in Sofia with two original safes from the early 20th century, when Bulgarian National Bank
was located in this building
Photo Bora Petkova

Visiting the interior of UniCredit Studio in Sofia at first time, my attention was drawn by two white boxes. Later, I learned that these were original
safes from the early 20th century, when this was the first building of the Bulgarian National Bank. Over time, they came out from the standard
qualifying the operation of and with safes. Used as intended for years, these funds currently served the Bank's activities in the form of fixed in the
floor and walls beautiful unlocked cabinets. As a result of interest and desire expressed by me, the “cabinets” were released from content and delivered by the bank to use for the purposes of my project. The essence of the work is to lock the boxes and thus to return their status of safes, with
enduring qualities. In this manner, without actually hiring the safes, as an artist and in the frame of the project, I turn into a client of the bank and
I dispose part from the bank’s property. The keys to the safes - a set of bank and a client’s key, were set in frames, there visualizing the concept of
visibly shared ownership - ownership of the bank on the bank assets and the ownership of the artist on the work. A video documented the standard bank procedure - the visit of a tenant to the personal safes. The original boxes themselves, were both part of the work and operative safes.
The understanding and respect for the very nature of each party, are values without which such a cooperation would be impossible and the documentation of the collaboration is an evidence. The message is the importance of integrity ‘...as a necessary condition for sustainability to create
value...’(1)
1. Quotation in text from: http://www.unicreditbulbank.bg/bg/About_the_Bank/Mission_and_Values/index.htm
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Risk Capital
2012
9 stills from video
HD Video, PAL, 16:9, 00:03:29, with original audio
https://vimeo.com/45009287
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Risk Capital
2012
Site specific installation, view and details
HD Video, PAL, 16:9, 00:03:29, with original audio; two original safes; two pairs original keys; two frames (25,3 / 25,3 / 4,5 см) each
Not specified dimensions
Installation view: Bank of the Future, Carte Blanche # 1, UniCredit Studio, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by UniCredit Studio, Sofia
Photo Bora Petkova
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Nail, Ribbon and Hook

“Nail, Ribbon and Hook” is a suggestion for the possible connection between a hanger and a four-leaf clover which I found or they found me in
two separate moments, at two separate locations and for which there is no reason to be related.
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I found a frame with two herbarized clovers during a stay in Berlin in 2011. I bought it from a second-hand shop for household goods for the price
of 1 Euro with mixed feelings - something sticky, naive, oppressive, strange and sleazy, something choking me off even by the simple fact of buying someone's herbarized clovers. I dismantled the frame to check whether they are true clovers - those were genuine - a four and five-leaf foliage.
Long after I kept the frame isolated from my personal belongings.Months later I found and bought eight bronze hangers from a shop in Sofia. For
them I had more sympathy, it seemed interesting the formal technological integration of one hypothetical and two visibly distinct elements in
this object. At the node's place of the ribbon there was a hole (for a nail ?) to fix the ribbon to a surface and from the ribbon hung a hook..., quite
a surrealistic image. Not so much but still, my interest was attached by the unique, just-brushed roughness of each casting, apparently completed
manually without pedantry and with obvious differences.I was playing with the options to arrange them, when both of curiosity and boredom
with one gesture, I gathered the lined hangers all together and suddenly my mind went back to the frame with clovers and more, not to the frame
itself or the clovers in it but to the meadow with clovers. I put the frame next to the collected on a heap hangers - I was hooked.
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Nail, Ribbon and Hook
2012
Installation (view and details)
2 Found objects: 2 dried clovers (4 and 5 leaf) in plastic frame 16 / 11,5 cm, 8 bronze
casted hangers; wooden stand; text
Not specified dimensions
Installation view: Why Duchamp?, Sofia Arsenal-Museum of Contemporary Art, Sofia.
Bulgaria
Photo HR-Stamenov

The instrumentalization of symbols, allusions a methodology of thinking through which things are manifested and even objectively modeled in
the physical world. Although it seems otherwise it is a principle by which the reality is created and manipulated. The "Hook" in this case (without
going into specific syntax of this complex object) is a demonstrational model of the semiotics behind the image of the herbarized clovers. Like
the technological process of casting needed for the development of the hangers as we see them - as a whole volume, consisting of otherwise
separate elements, other processes are underway with the adaptation and assimilation of symbols in order to maintain or modify their meaning,
communication and action and to merge those "genes" with a different ideology.
To be continued.
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Time Geometry - Practices in Public Environment
HR-Stamenov / Bora Petkova

“Time Geometry - Practices in Public Environment” is a project currently in progress based on references and analysis of the processes and movements of key players from the global panorama that brought the roots of the artistic practice in and with public environment into fruition. Currently “Time Geometry - Practices in Public Environment” deals with the theoretic ground and the international practical actions in this area at
present time. “Time Geometry - Practices in Public Environment” deals with the status, dynamics and the perspectives of the human presence in a
particular environment, how time and space are socially and individually set into continuously changing structures, determining the individual’s
behaviour, habits and mentality.
“Time Geometry - Practices in Public Environment” is an ongoing project started in Berlin in 2011 with research and practical work in the field of
psycho geography and phenomenology of perceptions.
The project continued in Bulgaria with talks of Bulgarian and German artists who presented realizations in their national and worldwide experience in the field of art in public space, among them: KUNSTrePUBLIK, ZKU Berlin (Center for Art and Urbanistics), Folke Köbberling and Martin
Kaltwasser, Veronika Tzekova.
In 2012 “Time Geometry - Practices in Public Environment” was extended with a catalogue (http://issuu.com/editorstamenov/docs/practices_
in_public_environment) accompanied with an exhibition staged in the History Museum (Plovdiv, Bulgaria) which presented the participating
international artists from 5 continents and a historic reference concerning the role of art in provoking major social processes and shifts (https://
vimeo.com/46452558). All artists that took part in “Time Geometry - Practices in Public Environment” until now, have a strong practical, critical
and aesthetic approach towards the art practices in public environment.
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Time Geometry

Bora Petkova / HR-Stamenov

The subject of “Time Geometry” is while examining the strategies for total urbanization in the Berlin’s district of Lichtenberg, to gather personal
documentation, constructed from different space-time locations, connected from a temporary real or fictitious human presence. The guiding
principle in our work, was to extend our ideas into concrete actions in the public spaces using low-threshold projects, starting with the tourist-like
behavior, exploring the district as researchers or simply as curious strollers.
Our work refers to small-scale, mostly unobtrusive in and outdoor interventions, that generally take place without being announced in advance.
What is the personal identification regarding to space and time?
Taking such an investigation, we have to consider that this is an inside operation, where the observer and the observed, as well as the act of observation are part of the same physical universe. Space and time - so highly distinct in their properties, are correlated, which in their complete
integration as a space-time continuum, treats the time dimension exactly as spatial dimensions and brings to the spatial dimensions the quality
of continuity.
We could talk for continuity (non-locality) and non-continuity (locality) for both, sequent to imply that space-time is a whole complex continuous
structure, where relations between structures in different (space-time) locations are possible. For the observer, the continuity of time is a function from the ability for identification. Is then the identification in or with a spatial continuity one possible experience? In every time location,
the observer contains a history of recursive containments of "earlier" space-time structures. Architecture has always been a tool for identification
and representation, a way to encapsulate time. Architecture is the man made “geometry of conditions” and the first symbol for social structure,
hierarchy and dominance.
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Bora Petkova / HR-Stamenov
Time Geometry
2011-2012
Exhibition views and details from Goethe-Institut, Sofia. Bulgaria
Supported by Goethe-Institut, Sofia and Lichenberg Studios, Berlin
Courtesy: The artists

Investigating the Berlin’s district of Lichtenberg, our attention was taken by the variety of urban modules attached to specific points from the
city’s time-line, as it includes densely populated or destitute former East German “Plattenbauten” areas of tower-blocks; the gentrification process
which includes cultivation and maintenance of architectural monuments, former factories and adjacent workers houses; single-family houses offering other facets such as leisure facilities in the more prosperous residential areas and many others. The architecture, being the anchor of time is
also a tongue of time, which makes even more interesting the aspect for the status of the human presence. The people are the medium through
whom the formation and accumulation of time is possible. The people keep these man-made structures attached to time and here is the sense of
space-time self identification.
Time Geometry locates and documents the ambiguous human presence within the geometrical urban structures and infrastructures and stands
for the exploratory task to define and challenge the straight division line between concrete reality and phantasm.
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Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.

“Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.” traces the relationship between separate situations, objects and actions that took
place within a month and a half. Those produce sense of a lived artwork after they’ve been intuitively and logically integrated in a construction, consisting of unexpected and non-directed (by me) external factors and impulses, the self-identification in these externalities, my reaction
through concrete actions and their documentation.
In this long and often unpredictable in its mechanism process, I can not locate the Cause for what happened as “external” or “internal”. Suggesting
the Search is a deed of an active subject, we should not underestimate the potential attraction power of an object. This “double-mirror” aspect of
the “cause and effect” relation, reveals invisible temporal, dimensional and semantic relationship between existing visible objects.
“Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.” consists of a slogan inscription from a billboard, found and purchased objects and
series of actions documented with video, photography and text.
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Billboard of 9flats.com, Berlin. Germany
Photo Bora Petkova

11 reproductions of photographs, bought from a second hand store for house hold stuff in Berlin
Photo Bora Petkova

I arrived in Berlin.
One day as I was strolling along the streets of Lichtenberg, a billboard stopped me. It was the inscription that caught my attention. It read: Stop
being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home. I was immediately shaken up as I recognised the state I was in: it was when a message and
the trajectory of my own thought collide, lighting the entire landscape around me. After a while this moment of brilliance becomes a memory,
changes its meaning and takes up a logical and characteristically symbolic role in the concept of my work. I took a snapshot of the billboard and
went along.
After a day or two, during my daily walks in the area, I entered a shop where second-hand household items were sold. In the home accessories
section I found 11 reproductions of ikebana (1) photographs that had been used as decoration. I bought them. In the evening I laid them out on
my table to take a look at them, fully aware that they, too, would find their logical place in my work.
1. Ikebana (生け花 ‘living flowers’) is the Japanese art of flower arrangement, also known as kadō (花道 the ‘way of flowers’).’Ikebana’ is from the Japanese ikeru (生ける ‘to place, to arrange, life, birth’) and hana (花 ‘flower’). Possible translations include ‘giving life to flowers’ and ‘arranging
flowers’.
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Berlin offers a huge variety of models for urbanisation, both historical and contemporary. That intrigued me. Along with the methods of spicing
up the industrial areas from the past and the accompanying residential buildings, the building with prefab concrete from the Socialist period and
the bourgeois family houses, my attention moved to the pauses between the buildings, their declared form of ownership (private or public), their
function and the way they are used.
In this way the public spaces between and around the buildings became the destination and location for actions during my daily strolls. They offered me, generously or stintingly, also the accompanying objects – benches, fences, park sculptures and all manner of constructions. Discovering
these places, I simultaneously sought to acquire an intense physical contact and the state of levitation (2) with the objects – the perfect expression
of my status as a temporary resident of Berlin.
There are three completely unconnected elements in my story so far: a billboard inscription, home decoration ikebana reproductions and dozens
of photos documenting the physical relations between my body and urban environment.
It has been difficult for me over the past four years to tell where exactly my home is or where it is that I feel at home. My revolution started when
I became a ‘tourist’. Berlin is a city that is host to a huge number of people, who try, with various degree of success, to hold fast and organise
their lives. They have positioned themselves into the social arrangement, which, as is the case with each form of art, requires creative expressivity
within the framework of strict rules that define both the form and the construction. And as is the case with the art of ikebana, where man becomes
more patient, quiet and develops greater degree of tolerance for differences not only in Nature but to everyone else, seeking to unveil the beauty
of each natural element in each of its stages of development and expression. What distinguishes ikebana from the other techniques of arranging flowers are the asymmetrical shape and the use of empty space – they are essential for the composition. The sense of harmony between the
materials, the vessel and the environment are the key moments, and we should never forget also the certain degree of aesthetic selection and the
regulation of the materials needed for attaining this harmony.
My attempts at levitation in the ‘empty’ spaces are as ambiguous and filled with compromise. It is obvious that I always use the props of a selected
physical construction; also palpable is the silence in which I make these efforts. The only thing that remains hidden for the eyes remains the tension in my body, and I need it to stand firm and in balance.
2. Levitation(from Latin levis-light) is the process by which an object is suspended against gravity, in a stable position without any solid physical contact.
Levitation is also a ‘magic’ trick in which a person or object being lifted into space, without foreign or whatever interference. Most often it is done mechanically, using special lightning, etc.
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Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.
2011
Series of photographs and video
11 found objects (reproductions of photographs, mounted on plywood and back-framed: 24,2 / 20,2 / 1,5 cm each);
series of photographs (Photo credit HR-Stamenov); HD Video PAL ,16:9, 00:03:49 with original audio, text
Part of “Time Geometry”, Bora Petkova / HR-Stamenov, 2011
Supported by Goethe-Istitut and Lichtenberg Studios
Photo HR-Stamenov
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Stop being a tourist. Start a revolution. Start feeling at home.
2011
3 stills from HD Video, PAL ,16:9, 00:03:49, with original audio
Part of “Time Geometry”, Bora Petkova / HR-Stamenov, 2011
Supported by Goethe-Istitut and Lichtenberg Studios
https://vimeo.com/45033081
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Own Space Outdoor

“Own Space Outdoor” is an ongoing project started in Germany in 2011 and continued in Bulgaria. It consists of a photographic investigation and
series of videos that explore the types and ways in which man dwells and transforms the public and personal environment located exterior of his/
her home. By organizing and marking these spaces with his/her belongings man expands the personal territory in the transitional zone between
the house and the surrounding environment.
In this investigation and particularly in the photographic part of it, private and public spaces have been documented, divided in several main
categories as follows: the parking place, the courtyard (garden, park), the entrance, the terrace. Examining these locations, how the space is
organized, what “tells” the composition of objects it contains and what is the relationship with the environment: opened and fluid or enclosed
and separated even capsulated, I managed to unfold the “language” of sets of objects, so they started to “speak” for their owners and how they
communicate with society.
In the video section have been documented my personal interventions in public and private spaces, in which I act by privatizing them temporary,
changing or retaining their main function.
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Own Space Outdoor # 5
2012
9 stills from HD Video, Pal, 16:9, 00:04:15, with original audio
Part from Own Space Outdoor (2011-ongoing)
Series of photographs and videos
https://vimeo.com/84048768
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Own Space Outdoor # 4
2012
9 stills from HD Video, Pal, 16:9, 00:02:02, with original audio
Part from Own Space Outdoor (2011-ongoing)
Series of photographs and videos
https://vimeo.com/57069033
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Own Space Outdoor#3
2011- ongoing
8 stills from HD Video, PAL, 16:9, 00:03:47:07 with original audio
Part from Own Space Outdoor (2011-ongoing)
Series of photographs and videos
Supported by Goethe-Istitut and Lichtenberg Studios
https://vimeo.com/45031965
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Own Space Outdoor#2
2011- ongoing
7 stills from HD Video, PAL, 16:9, 00:03:50:08 with original audio
Part from Own Space Outdoor (2011-ongoing)
Series of photographs and videos
Supported by Goethe-Istitut and Lichtenberg Studios
https://vimeo.com/45030235
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Own Space Outdoor#1
2011- ongoing
6 stills from HD Video, PAL, 16:9, 00:05:05:19 with original audio
Part from Own Space Outdoor (2011-ongoing)
Series of photographs and videos
Supported by Goethe-Istitut and Lichtenberg Studios
https://vimeo.com/45014419
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Light Spot

“Light Spot” is a site specific light installation reflecting the correlation between the personal positioning and a given environment. “Light Spot” is
realized in Biella and Sanremo in Italy and Antakya in Turkey. At both three realizations space, time and individual are experienced, investigated,
excavated and finally the findings are pointed by light.
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Light Spot, Biella. Italy

Process documentation from Light Spot
2010, Light installaiton
View from Cittadellarte-Fondazione Pistoletto, Biella. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova

The working and living processes of the individual in a common space, simultaneously construct ones own ambient and change the general notion for realm as space organization and dimensions. The personal presence and influence, loads the environment and the objects with Meta matter existence. Over gazing and focusing at parts of the interior, unfolds the irrational status of the objects beyond their name, practical purpose
and physical use.
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Light Spot
2010, Site specific light installation (details)
Photo Bora Petkova

Working in a common studio I noticed that the interior is rich in places and details, I call “in between” places. These micro detailed locations are
positioned between the larger surfaces and bigger space volumes, thus hidden from the general view. My intervention on these found common
and individual working locations, aims to change this subjective to the general space status, exploring them disconnected from the space with a
manipulated light and shadow scenography. To turn them into autonomous systems I am using light and text as tools, thus focusing and extracting these known, yet unfamiliar detailed parts from the whole space.
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Light Spot
2010
Site specific light installation (details)
Portable desk lamp, light bulb 20 Watt, found indoor situations,
hand written text with chalk or pencil
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Cittadellarte-Fondazione Pistoletto, Biella. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova
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Light Spot
2010, Site specific light installation (details)
Photo Bora Petkova

Another aspect of the work is the subjective interpretation of the working process, exploring the individual working places in a common area.
Each one of them reveals a different notion for reality, transformed to expressive extraordinary one, due to the personal positioning affecting the
status quo. The found settings were unique not only as selection of objects, matters and organization but as an imprint from the personal process.
These settings were simultaneously open and communicative to the main space and hermetically untouchable. They seamed like a password is
needed to unlock and run their system and energy. The most ordinary objects obtained qualities of physical super power.
Based on found situations with different scale and focus, my light and text interventions make the connection between the individual working
areas and the vast, anonymous indoor “ambient landscapes”.
The physical and mental change of distance and focus on these situations, resulted in change of perception. In a way, this attempt to reconsider
the objective-subjective axis was telescopically extendable, allowing me to develop the notion of the visible realm as an endless one. Placing myself in the role of a rope-player, looking forward or backward, there was no start or finish base, but the start and finish it was always me. So I had
to be even more my self, making every focused step on the rope...or there is no rope?
Next page: Light Spot, 2010, Site specific light installation (details)
Photo Bora Petkova
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Light Spot, Pigna di Sanremo. Italy

Piazza di Cisterna Alta, Pigna di Sanremo. Italy
Photo credit Alessandro Mammone

The invitation from Pigna Mon Amour Association (based in Sanremo, Italy) to realize a project concerning the specifics of the old town in Sanremo called La Pigna, gave me the opportunity through personal contact with the residents, learning about their life experience there, to understand better the present situation.
When the association invited me to live and work in La Pigna for one week, I had scattered peaces of information and no life experience from
the place, no contact with the people who live there also. My Idea was to make a personal investigation in the life of La Pigna beyond the tourist
interest. The people involved in this process were supposed not to participate but namely to create the work.
I appreciate the understanding the association lent about the many uncertain sides in my work that were about to depend on the possibilities
the project can obtain from the live reality and people in La Pigna. I felt that the work has its own will, pace and time I have to follow and it was
not always me, the one who makes the decisions. There were also external factors which will determine the way the project goes, though I can
influence on the circumstances with my intentions, thoughts and actions.
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Light Spot
2010
Site specific investigation
Portable desk lamp, light bulb 20 Watt, found situations,
audio and photo documentation
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Different privet and public properties in Pigna di Sanremo. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova
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Light Spot
2010, Site specific investigation
Photo Bora Petkova

I started my work by photographing the city under the sun light with the complex light and shadow compositions, the architecture and the climate ambient it creates in the full covered alleys, small squares and terraced houses. I discovered a controversial city, a place of silence and closed
houses and the same time a place of the always open doors. I always had the sense of people’s presence behind the doors and walls, either because of their voices or just a hand, appeared to close or open a window cover in the silence of the afternoon. There was a constant ambiguous
feeling for the impossibility of isolation of the privet life and a vast distance between me and these people, even between them. I was looking
for the natural sunlight and the man made light, ust like it is so typical for some of the passages in the city. I was looking for the notion of light in
the churches of La Pigna, where the natural sunlight and the man made one exist simultaneously in services of practical needs and depiction of
celestial power.
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Light Spot
2010, Site specific investigation
Photo Bora Petkova

Yet the city was locked to me, I understood the complexity of approaching people in direct contact, even more when there is suspense about my
reasons and doubt in the result from what I do.
Through the last century the abandonment of buildings, the migrant waves, the political and government negligence, the low renting prices in
combination with drug distribution and La Pigna’s specific infrastructure and architecture, created an insecure environment, isolation and lack of
social relations.
The intimate approach to the people I was looking for in my work was understood from Francesca, a member of Pigna Mon Amour Association.
She was the right person to make the connection between the residents of La Pigna and me. I was surprised when on my first meeting with Francesca, after explaining her the idea of the project, she said that we can try to meet some people and just rang on a door. Her kind and positive
approach helped me in my work a lot, for she had worked already with people from the community and knew the problems there.
We kept trying this way and it happened to be gladly accepted by some and refused to talk with from others.
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Light Spot
2010, Site specific investigation
Photo Bora Petkova

During my work at “Light Spot”, I used a small desk lamp, voice recorder and a photo camera to document the meetings. I was installing the lamp
as a repeating symbol connecting all locations-public and private one, starting from my room and desk, to the people’s houses in La Pigna. From
the start people were distanced, doubting and asking about my reasons and goal. The photos and recorded conversations made while the meetings, I consider as a compass of the peoples memory for “the gone” and their vision about “to come” for their neighborhood.
I learned the story of the family house of Barbara and Massimiliano from four generations back, and how they reformed it for their needs, keeping the memory and architecture signs from the past. Why they don’t feel safe about leaving their children to play on the street and how the face
of the childhood in La Pigna has changed through the years. What are Lorena’s reasons to move from Sanremo to La Pigna, how Giuseppe and
Mathilde manage to keep their strong, high spirit through the years, what were Santina’s good and hard times in life there...
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Light Spot
2010, Site specific investigation
Photo Bora Petkova

How Giorgio remembers his childhood while singing a child song-game, which I remember we use to sing when I was a child... I saw a different
La Pigna after he led me through the streets, explaining me about the history, architecture and restoration of the houses. What caused the lack of
any government investments in the neighborhood, how the combination between abandonment of the buildings by their owners and the new
arriving inhabitants and the different effects of migration had influenced the city by forming a multicultural, multilayered dwelling...
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Process documentation from Light Spot, San Remo
Photo Bora Petkova

What people think about the municipality’s attitude of discard about the problems in La Pigna, parallel to their love, emotional, physical and
spiritual attachment and belonging to the place..., how Pigna Mon Amour Association tries to regain the social relations and life in public spaces
through outdoor activities like cinema and public library.
I came to the point to understand, that what is related to the idea of light is not just the ability of seeing the visible world, it is not the source of
light itself and it is not the reflected light also...How to define the notion of light in all the aspects it assumes?
In the beginning of my work in La Pigna I noticed that the historical landmark plates are also written in Braille. I thought that being able to see is
not enough to go beyond the “postcard image” perception a place. Maybe different kind of senses, approach and knowledge is needed to start
to see.
Not only the infrastructure bore the sense of heavy labyrinth knot to this place, but all the layers of history, architecture and people’s experience.
The new image of La Pigna I started to construct while living and working there, I owe to the contact with the people I met. They are the one who
reduced my distance and blindness. I was happy to feel the change in my perceptions about the place, and the change in the people’s attitude to
an unknown person in my face.
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Light Spot
2010, Site specific investigation
Photo Bora Petkova

There were people from the one I met, who skeptically asked if and what will be the visible, physical result from the project and what will be the
effect on their environment. Light Spot so far has no practical result beside the completely different artistic and relation experience I had and
the documentation in audio and photographs. There is an emotional and spiritual transformation in my perceptions for the city from a postcard
image to experienced reality, because now I personally know people beyond the walls of La Pigna.My idea was to expand the perimeter of communications by introducing the people I had talked with to each other, on an announced meeting on the Piazza di Santa Brigida. The big meeting didn’t happen in the end. I wish I could spend more time in La Pigna to build up the relations we started..., it takes time for the light to travel
through space and become visible.
I am grateful to the people who agreed to participate in Light Spot, accepting me in their houses and sharing with me their soul and knowledge
about the different faces of La Pigna, to Francesca and Alessandro for being with me at all the meetings and helping me with the contacts and
translation, to Pigna Mon Amour Association for the invitation and hospitality. Everyone who participated in Light Spot received the documentation from the project.
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Light Spot, Antakya. Turkey

Workmen conduct excavations far beneath a modern street in Antakya
Photo credit Antakya Archaeological Museum Archive

Researching on the history of Antakya (ancient Antioch, established around 300 BC) the image of light penetrating through the piles of building debris was constantly invading my mind. Reading more, revealed that several earthquakes (devastating one in 458 and 526-28 AD) and the
amassing of thick alluvial deposits from the Orontes River (Asi River today) were just some of the factors determining the contemporary view of
Antakya, for most of the ancient artifacts remain invisible laying just beneath the feet of the inhabitants. Another support for the growing idea
of light positioned between debris, I found in the fact that the excavations conducted in 1932 – 39, uncovering a large number of mosaic floors
from privet and public buildings dating largely from the Roman imperial period, were not followed by other archeological expeditions in such
scale and with such a number of contributing institutions. The different historical dominations on Antakya determined the character of city’s
importance. A “PowerPoint” in terms of trade, culture, philosophy, entertainment, architecture, politics, military power, a “knot” of religions and
spirituality; through the ages Antioch (present Antakya) was expanding and shrinking as territory, significance and reputation. The city was a pulsating metropolis where the old and new world merged constantly.
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View from Uzunçarshı, Antakya. Turkey
Photo credit GÜLSHAH

View from Uzunçarshı to the gates of Kurshunlu Han
(16 century complex in the merchant center of Antakya)
Photo Bora Petkova

View to the entrance of the abandoned furniture workshop in Kurshunlu Han
Photo Bora Petkova

Arriving in Antakya, I found melted in each other historical presences. I had to make a personal investigation on the site, dividing the layers, keeping in mind their strong band. The culture of assimilation was extremely obvious in the building manners. Ancient buildings were partly visible in
the gaps, left between the new, temporary, light material stalls. In the labyrinth of merchant streets, the city was bursting with colors and glitter,
flooded with small shops, craftsman ateliers and storages. Stuck behind the diverse colorful goods displayed in direct contact with the crowd,
wrapped in plastic, aluminum and glass, the stone structures from the past were captured in breathless grip. The ancient Antioch was imbedded
in contemporary Antakya, serving as a bone to which the new fibers and flesh of the city are attached to grow.
I started micro excavations in one of the spaces in Kurshunlu Han, a16th century complex in the old merchant center of Antakya. A furniture
workshop in the past, abandoned since many years, the place was now turned and used as an indoor landfill for all kinds of garbage and debris.
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Views from the interior of the abandoned furniture workshop in Kurshunlu Han
Photo Bora Petkova

Photogfaphic documentation from the working and the installation process of “Light Spot”
at the furniture workshop in Kurshunlu Han
Photo Bora Petkova

The interior revealed micro detailed settings positioned between the larger surfaces and bigger space volumes. These „in between” places were
hidden from the general view and full covered with debris. Most of them ripped apart, washed out by rain and time, scattered and disconnected
due to the missing surrounding context. With maintained original location in their “ambient landscape” they had turned into isolated and surreal
“meta nature-mort” islands.
Removing the randomly and by negligence discarded objects and debris I found the traces of unknown, distanced in time, persistent personal
presence. I pointed these found settings by installing directed light spots.
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Previous two pages:
Light Spot
2010
Site specific light installation
11 spot lights, light bulbs 20 Watt each, extension plugs, cables, 2 wooden frames with text in
Turkish and English
Not specified dimensions
Installation views: 2nd International Antakya Biennial, Kurshunlu Han, Antakya. Turkey
Photo Bora Petkova
Light Spot
2010, Site specific light installation (views)
Photo Bora Petkova

What I discovered were fragments from someone’s work and daily life: the hand made drawings of furniture models with dimensions, shapes,
names of people, dates, telephone numbers and bills, a torn apart portrait stickled above the entrance, the ash in front of the not existing heating
stove, some peaces of engraved glass, a small pile of wood profile corner cutouts, a handle from a drawer and a blue table leg, an ashtray, many
small assembly details carefully collected into a fish can or scattered on the floor, a quotation from the Koran...All these detailed locations were
visible just after the careful separation from the trash. They were telling about the people who were working in the shop, their habits, the organization of the space according to the production process and life.
My excavations don’t reveal glorious or dramatic past and mysteries but how the ages are built of days.
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Light Spot
2010, Site specific light installation (details)
Photo Bora Petkova
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Matching Horizons
Bora Petkova / Juliana Mori

“Matching Horizons” is realized in a garbage collecting company's area. The site specific work is documented with series of photographs and a
found object. The discovery of a dust covered, wood framed postcard depicting a green field and a group of trees in the deposit halls of a garbage
collecting company located in Ponderano Biella in Italy, triggers ambiguous and surreal sensations.
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Process documentation from Matching Horizons, Bora Petkova / Juliana Mori, 2010, Site specific
View from the garbage depot in Ponderano, Biella. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova and Juliana Mori

The following series of photographs of the found object and situations, enacts the attempts to match the horizon line from the postcard with
different in and outdoor spaces and horizon lines. The ambivalent meaning of the title speaks not only about the visual continuity of the horizon
line connecting the two landscapes, but also about the possible perspectives for future environment.
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Matching Horizons
Bora Petkova / Juliana Mori
2010
Site specific
Found object (wood framed postcard 11, 5 x 16, 5 cm) and series of photographs
Installation dimensions variable
Photo Bora Petkova and Juliana Mori
Next page:
Matching Horizons
Bora Petkova / Juliana Mori
2010
Photo Bora Petkova and Juliana Mori
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90 min Emergency Light

“90 min Emergency Light” is a series of text manipulations on the emergency exit signs in public spaces. The signs I am intervening on are existing
in the particular space or are installed in addition. I am using self-adhesive paper labels with printed or hand written letters, placing them in the
space between the letters in the word “EXIT”. The effect of this manipulation results in a new word, which is a statement about the place, situation
and the circumstances of the intervention.
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S

EXHIBIT
2009
Multiple, edition of 10
From the 90 min Emergency Light Series, 2009-2010
Emergency Show Sign Lamp, white self adhesive label, hand written letters “H” and “BI” with permanent black marker ; 13 / 35 / 2 cm
Installation view: The collection. New Acquisitions 2008-2009, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia, Bulgaria
Courtesy: Sofia City Art Gallery, Contemporary Art and Photography Found and the author
Photo Bora Petkova

EXIST
2009
Multiple, edition of 10
From the 90 min Emergency Light Series, 2009-2010
Emergency Show Sign Lamp, white self adhesive label with black printed letter “S”; 13 / 35 / 2 cm
Courtesy: Privet collections and the author
Photo Bora Petkova
EXPLOIT
2010
From the 90 min Emergency Light Series, 2009-2010
Emergency Show Sign Lamp, white self adhesive label with black printed letters “PLO”; 13 / 35 / 2 cm
Photo Bora Petkova
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EXIT
2009
From the 90 min Emergency Light Series, 2009-2010
Emergency Show Sign Lamp, self adhesive yellow strip,
hand written text with permanent black marker
13 / 35 / 2 cm
Installation view: ATLANTIS Reflections from the Future,
Center for Contemporary Art The Ancient Bath, Plovdiv. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
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NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT

“NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT” is a series of text interventions on the emergency exit signs in public spaces. The signs I am intervening on are all
ready existing in the particular space. Being part of the “90 min Emergency Light Series”, “NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT” has a different concept
inside the main idea of the series. In “NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT” the intervention on the signs is an application of a whole new word in the space
between the images of a running man and an arrow. The chosen words are a comment or a statement, related to the organization and characteristics of the space and the direction the particular sign leads to. All words I used (nouns, verbs and adjectives) share the prefix “EX”.
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Documentation from the installation process of NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT, 2010, Site specific installation
Photo Bora Petkova

First thing I noticed about the emergency exit signs is their position between every two spaces. Experiencing a given space by walking after every
“EXIT” sign there is a new space, with different purpose and use which is not an exit, but leads to one.This sequence led me to the notion that
each situation can be considered as a temporary exit, from which one have to find another exit. I thought about a fiction, when already out of
the space, one is still in the same situation but there is no next sign “EXIT”. I am implying that at some point the exit (or exodus) can be fictitious.
To what extend the notion of “external” is autonomous, and what are the limits between created and independently existing one? Is it logical
to think that the creative systems, organizations and companies facilitate and direct its constructive units only to some extend, in order to allow
them a certain level of autonomy, which is needed for the creative potential and the development of the system itself? Or the state of autonomy
is also manipulated in some way and at last is expropriated again by the system, so the entire life experience of the individual brings the knowledge back into the system. Can this be the mechanism a system operates on levels and fields outside itself, to maintain an ever existing umbilical
cord? How much the systems we construct, develop and live within, regulate and reduce one’s ability to recognize a personal or public state of
emergency, or we depend on the signs, which normally we don’t notice.
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Documentation from the installation process of NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT (2010)
Photo credit Cittadellarte Staff

Photo Bora Petkova

A constant emergency situation in different public aspects is declared today. The more consumption grows, the more innovations or adaptation
are needed. This requires new ways of applying the existing rules, or creating new equations. Ones ability to adopt and to innovate (as two kinds
of creative potential), reveals how we deal in situations of change or crisis. When the old rules don’t work and there are no new rules yet, the
extreme situations can unfold an unsuspected number of new possibilities. So what do we need: transgression to deal with the ever exceptional
situation, or we need the exceptional situations to be constantly able for innovation?
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NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT
2010
Site specific installation
Part of ‘90 min Emergency Light’ Series (2009 - 2010)
Emergency Show Sign Lamps, text on PVC self-adhesive folio
13, 5 x 63, 5 x 4 cm
Installation view: Cittadellarte-Fondazione Pistoletto, Biella. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova
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NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT
2010
Site specific installation
Part of ‘90 min Emergency Light’ Series (2009 - 2010)
Emergency Show Sign Lamps, text on PVC self-adhesive folio
13, 5 x 63, 5 x 4 cm
Installation view: Cittadellarte-Fondazione Pistoletto, Biella. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova
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NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT
2010
Site specific installation
Part of ‘90 min Emergency Light’ Series (2009 - 2010)
Emergency Show Sign Lamps, text on PVC self-adhesive folio
13, 5 x 63, 5 x 4 cm
Installation view: Cittadellarte-Fondazione Pistoletto, Biella. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova
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NO ROOM FOR EXCITEMENT
2010
Site specific installation
Part of ‘90 min Emergency Light’ Series (2009 - 2010)
Emergency Show Sign Lamps, text on PVC self-adhesive folio
13, 5 x 63, 5 x 4 cm
Installation view: Cittadellarte-Fondazione Pistoletto, Biella. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova
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Transit Through the Physical World
HR-Stamenov / Bora Petkova

“Transit Through the Physical World” is based on 3 individual projects of HR-Stamenov and Bora Petkova: HR–Stamenov “Interference Between
Light and Matter” (2009), “The Phenomenon of W24°
58’59,43” N42°
07’55,29” (2009); Bora Petkova “Somewhere Else” (2009)
Transit Through the Physical World is a light and sound installation for public spaces of temporary and constant exploitation and inhabitation. The
work is staged at Port of Varna in Varna, Bulgaria. The choice is substantiated on the juxtaposition, between the traditional and alternative ways
of transportation. Built on the simulation of dislocation, caused by a phenomenon, the work detects the temporary, elusive, uncontrollable and
spontaneous appearances of a multitude of different existences from one reality to another. The same time it is based on the ground between science and mystery, enacting theoretic-intuitive hypotheses as an active place in an urban environment. In a reality of resources, products, capitals
and information transfer, a hypothesis of space-time transfer rises up.
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Process documentation from Transit Through the Physical World; HR-Stamenov / Bora Petkova, 2010, Light and sound installation
View from Port of Varna, Varna. Bulgaria
Photo HR-Stamenov and Bora Petkova

Time line diagram of light appearance and audio traks overlap

The idea for interactivity between realities, displayed by overlapping sound tracks, preceded from flash light, roots in personal experiences and
mutations of the physicaly-psychological reality into transcendental one. The result enacts series of light flashes, which evoke appearance and
accumulation of sound presence with different sources. Reaching a certain point of accumulation in the current space-time dimension, the sound
is dislocated, preceded from the light factor responsible for its appearance.The use of cargo container as a space for the event, aims the visual
geometrization and concentration of the sound into a form. This reflects on the expanded concept of diversity of physical existences and the
connection between matter, form, energy and momentum. Playing with the stereotype of requisition to a certain space and time, the container
visualizes the abstraction for concentration of non material realities. While the shape of the container is constant, the amassing of sound transforms the way the density of its content is perceived.First phase of the work displays increasingly pulsating light, corresponding with the experiments made by Dr. Eugene Polzik and his team from the Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen University in Denmark. The scientists explore the
long distance teleportation, focusing the phenomenon of bright flash light, preceding the appearance of an atom.Differentiating from the already
carried out experiments in the field of quantum teleportation, here the light opens a passage towards the diversity of parallel existing multivers
of quantum systems, with unlimited values and stages of independence.Second phase of the process is the sound, underlined alienated from the
present situation, resulting from the light phenomenon which opens passages towards parallel systems. The process goes ahead with a series of
flash lights evoking and amassing multitude of sound tracks, representing some of the alternative space-time lines. Through the last phase, the
sound turns into noise, due to the construction of multilayered tracks.
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Process documentation from Transit Through the Physical World, HR-Stamenov / Bora Petkova, 2010, Light and sound installation
View from the container’s interior
Photo HR-Stamenov and Bora Petkova

“Transit Through the Physical World” operates from the interior of a transport container. The audience witnesses the event without direct contact
to the interior, watching the light and sound activity from a distance, through the ajare doors. Because of the partly direct contact of the audience,
the container is percepted as a laboratory-incubator for the event. At a certain uneven intervals, a sudden light flash activates the transmission of
overlapping sound signals, following by disappearance of the light, while the sound signal continues. The light flash precedes the appearance of
every next sound signal. Gradually, the distinctive sound tracks mix up to the point when it is impossible to divide them from one another, and
turn into noise. The sequences of light and sound escalates with decreasing intervals, reaching the state of indefinite sound pattern and ends
unexpectedly as it began, with one last light flash.
.
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Transit Through the Physical World
HR-Stamenov / Bora Petkova
2010
Light and sound installation
Cargo container, 1500W Strobe Light, Laptop,
Sound speakers, Amplifier, Audio cables, Electrical cable
Not specofied dimensions
Installation view: Port of Varna, Varna. Bulgaria
Sills from video documentation
Photo HR-Stamenov and Bora Petkova
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Next Move

“Next Move” is an interactive installation, where the repeating of one action by different people, results in an expanding, not directed, expressive,
yet delicate pattern. I am interested in the construction of a monumental non figurative picture related to the images and models of historical
mass migrations. The visualization of the phenomenon of genes migration caused by climate changes, conquest of new lands and resources and
in contemporary times by political reasons and the rights for free movement and work, here is enacted through the different models of individual
movement and gestures.
The visual result in “Next Move” is a simulation of a map, tracing the routs of migration and movement, with its accumulated cores of density and
aery spaces between them, the lines, abandoned directions, new connections, cross points and the lost paths.
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Previous page:
Next Move
2009
Installation
200 sheets of paper A4 with white self-adhesive labels, 70.0 / 35.0 mm each
Installation dimensions variable
Installation view: BAZA Award for Contemporary Bulgarian Art, Sofia City Art Gallery,
Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
Next Move
2009, Installation (views)
Photo Bora Petkova

Every participant leaves his/her character, logic or intuition contributing to the construction of this picture, starting from a blank space or preexisting composition with only one condition, not to make any associations and images. While collaborating, the participants sometimes ask
for instructions or loses interest, because of the monotonous, endless process and the time taking to change the dynamics and intensity of the
pattern. Some presences leave a territory with an underlined individual character, other individual gestures melt in the whole pattern. The process of installation is a way of meditation, every person decides by him/her self, the time to spent co constructing this large map. In the end, the
installation is a result of cooperation, where people fit with similarities, indicate their strong identity, or are absorbed by the expanding presence
of other individualities.
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Previous two pages:
Next Move
2010
Installation
400 sheets of paper A4 with white self adhesive labels, 105.0 / 25.0 mm each
Installation dimensions variable
Installation views: Indefinite Destinations, DEPO, Istanbul. Turkey
Photo Bora Petkova
Next Move
2010
Installation view and details: Indefinite Destinations, DEPO, Istanbul. Turkey
Photo Bora Petkova

Somewhere Else

The themes of “Somewhere Else” are the dislocation, impossibility of isolation and the constant interaction between simultaneous existences.
The respiratory functions of the individual are transferred to the architecture through the conceptualized use of the air duct systems. Each closed
space is connected to an external environment through its circulating ventilation system. In the subsequent constant ambient exchange the idea
of an inaccessible and isolated space, in terms of institutional status and architecture becomes relative.
The places of our presence and those remote locations, which we are connected to regardless of the distance..., is it possible to forget and disconnect from a particular reality or it continues to be part of us, to resonate in our perceptions, long after its visual factor?
There are systems of simultaneous space and time existences, complementing each other by redefining the established territories.
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Previous page and here:
Process documentation from Somewhere Else 2009, Sound and object installation
Images from Sofia, Bulgaria made while recording the sounds used in the installation
Photo Bora Petkova

View from Credo Bonum Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo credit Credo Bonum Gallery

“Somewhere Else” was staged in Credo Bonum Gallery in Sofia, Bulgaria which is located in the building of a bank. A set of security measures
such as cameras, guard team, card-pass are installed on the entrance to the gallery, which gives a strong impression for control on the access and
movement. Once inside the gallery space, the viewer appears into a contrast situation. The surrounding sound-clearly alienated from the interior,
creates a notion for closer than possible different locations, refusing to obey the rules and limitations of the institution, space and solid matter.
The gallery space in Somewhere Else signifies a transit area for the transportation of ideas, opportunities and impossibilities, illusions and assumptions. By entering the space of the gallery, we leave the city environment..., to find ourselves again amongst the sounds of familiar places, without
their accompanying images. The time and space of the city and the gallery, the “here and now” and the “somewhere else” are merging into one.
The media of sound is used to transmit external for the gallery space yet recognizable sound experiences and to provoke the idea for unexpected
close presence, penetrating through the solid walls. With this I am implying the existence of alternative passages-channels in the architecture of
the building. The sound emissions from one moving physical matter through another static one, gives a different concept for the perception of
existence through the notion of space and time.
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Previous page and here:
Somewhere Else
2009
Sound and object installation
Zinc plated steel air ducts, PC speakers-5 pears, MP3 players-5 pieces
Variable dimensions
Installation views: Credo Bonum Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova

Air ducts are mounted in the gallery space, in order to simulate an operating ventilation system. Inside the ducts are installed MP3 players and
PC sound speakers, so that the steel bodies of the air ducts amplify the sound adding an echo effect. The audio files (all different for the different
ducts), consist of a raw sound record from the every day city and private life: personal conversations, the rush and noise of the crowd and the city
transport, the change in the sound pattern caused by the dynamics of movement, the pauses from the silence of a quiet presence.
The mix between the image of air ducts and the coming from different directions sound tracks, results in an impression for multitude of sound
channels opened in the walls of the space, connecting the current realm of the gallery with a number of external ones. The tracks are mixing in
the center of the space giving the idea of differently distanced in space and time sound sources.
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Somewhere Else
2009, Sound and object installation (views)
Photo Bora Petkova

A paradox appears while perceiving the audio visual material, realizing that instead of a ventilation installation going out from the gallery space
the air ducts are mounted in the interior as if the city “breaths out” in the gallery. The sound content “floods” the closed space of the hall through
the “exhaust pipes” of the ducts. Simultaneously appears the sense of a close presence and a vast, indefinite, insurmountable distance from the
sound sources.
The relations between the visitor and the space are observed as a system of sound signals. With their varying strength, length and inconsistent
balance, difficult to distinguish even undetectable, they can fade but to disappear.
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To Full Evaporation

“To Full Evaporation” is exploring the “self making” of an art work. The role of time and space organization here is related to static and dynamic
levels of visual, physical and mental perception and categorization. The process of evaporation is adapted for visual identification, through the
tools of physics, geometry and architecture. The change of the physical state of the matter, caused by certain conditions, is seen as an invisible
dimension of the work, e.g. how the physical process of transformation is identified as a changing with time space dimension, completing the
other linear two.
The installation “To Full Evaporation” is presented in 42 steel black units filled with water which evaporates completely during the period of the
exhibition. During the evaporation, the chemical compounds of the water remain as a colored in white residue on the bottom of the elements.
These deposits are delicate, yet visible lines unique for each unit, drawing repeatedly the outlines of the shrinking water areas.
The minimalist geometric organization of the installation increases the perspective and manipulates the dimensions of the space. The composition is treated as a sector from a vast field with no center, cut and separated from the rest by the walls of the gallery. The order of arrangement is
not progressive, the spaces between the elements are the same as the space between the outline and the wall.
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Previous page:
To Full Evaporation
2008
Installation
42 units 3/ 90/ 90 cm each: steel 2mm, flat black polymer finishing, water
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Rayko Alexiev Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
To Full Evaporation
2008, Installation (views)
Photo Bora Petkova

The visual, physical and mental perception of the work is driven by a process of identification and categorization imbedded in the rhythm and
geometry space of the composition. The visitors are at the same time Spectators and Participants, they face the two different ways to approach
the work: as a grid or as an object. Perceiving it as a grid, where there are tracks for movement, one immediately becomes a participant. Perceiving
it as an object and gazing it out from its perimeter – a spectator. However, the space between the elements and that left between them and the
walls tends the visitor’s behavior to gaze and move, so the person switches from spectator to participant and vies versa.
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To Full Evaporation
2008, Installation (views)
Photo Bora Petkova

The perception drifts from a macro scale gazing and meditation to micro examinations of the different evaporation fields. As the conditions such
as temperature, air flow, light and slight change in the floor gradient vary in the hall, the evaporation processes with a different speed and leaves
unique deposit drawings on the bottom of the elements. Consequently another change in the perceptions starts when entering the grid of units:
the multiplied object shifts to an unique one.
This constantly shifting zoom of perceptions, enables a revision of the primary static status of the work. The water evaporation is a slow and invisible process, which the visitor realizes just after the patterns on the bottom of the elements appear and start to change. There were people visiting
the exhibition frequently to follow, gaze and photograph the unique changing patterns. The time needed to redirect the visitor’s attention from
the visual momentum to the awareness for the ongoing process, is measured and traced out by the evaporation residues. As the mirror surface
of the water shrinks and fades, loosing any reflection memory, the characteristics of the patterns show the differences in evaporation process
regarding to the speed, temperature and sun, inclination of the floor, humidity and the air flow streams in the hall.
In this sense the work is “self made”, reacting on the differences and changes in the conditions of the ambient.
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To Full Evaporation
2008, Installation (details)
Photo Bora Petkova

The dimensions of the installation are determined by the linear dimensions of the space and the physical state of the matter in time. While the
ground perimeter of the installation is defined by the dimensions of the gallery floor, the height is not the one of the elements. The height of the
installation during the evaporation is the full height of the gallery: 6, 70 m, as the process of evaporation is subsequent from the climate conditions in the space. The outcome is a varying third dimension which is a process in time and space, an invisible processing dimension, visually
demonstrated and sealed in the other two liner two with the appearance of the white residue patterns on the bottom of the elements.
As a consequence of the grid-set arrangement of units, the installation becomes accessible for movement, similar to urban Infrastructure exploration. Entering the linear dimensions of the grid, the visitor physically enters the invisible third dimension of height, which is the processing in time
evaporation.
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ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation

Between 2008 and 2010, after the end of “To Full Evaporation” exhibition, the elements of the installation were stored in a former industrial workshop. The units were separated from each other with polystyrene cubic spacers and stored in columns. In this period the surface of the elements
was exposed to corrosion and dust accumulations.
That sequence from water evaporation, to corrosion and dust depositing built a multilayered documentation of the process continuum. The result from the two year process was exhibited under the title “ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation”.
In 2010, 8 of the 43 steel units were exhibited in a show staged in the same gallery as the installation “To Full Evaporation” (2008). The new installation is a documentation of the past process and a display of the current status of the elements which are treated as artifacts, preserved from
any additional manipulation.
The composition has the same isochronal rhythm and minimalist aesthetics, continuing the idea that the exhibits are in constant change and
the result is just a momentum from a continuous process. Following the installation of “To Full Evaporation” (2008), where “the work is self made,
reacting on the differences and changes in the conditions of the ambient” here the elements are used as Ready Made.
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ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation
2010
Installation
8 of 43 units 90/ 90/ 3 cm each: steel 2 mm, flat black polymer finishing, corrosion, dust
90/ 800/ 3 cm
Installation view: The Bold & The Beautiful, Rayko Alexiev Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Simeon Stoilov
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ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation
2010, Installation (details)
Photo Simeon Stoilov
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Drop & Drag

“Drop & Drag” is realized together with “ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation” for the same event (see the details bellow the image). Both works present
a Time Line, physically demonstrated by displaying the two installations facing each other cross the hall. While “ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation” is
a documentation of the past process, “Drop & Drag” presents a hypothesis for the future in which the evaporated water after condense is returning again to the liquid state of mater. There, having the documented past on one wall and the projected potential future on the other, the present
between these two images stays still invisible, in a vapor state of matter, quoting the installaiton “To full Evapoartion” from 2008. This process and
time continuum is ones more enacted tracing the mental directions of movement in both works. In “ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation”, the out lines
of the evaporating water, are directed from the border of the units to the center, surrounding the left water. In “Drop & Drag”, the looped drop
spreads in endless interference circular lines, drawn beyond the framed video image.
Drop & Drag is realized together with “ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation” for the same event (see the details bellow the image). Both works present a
Time Line, physically demonstrated by displaying the two installations facing each other cross the hall. While “ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation” is a
documentation of the past process, “Drop & Drag” presents a hypothesis for the future in which the evaporated water after condense is returning
again to the liquid state of mater. There, having the documented past on one wall and the projected potential future on the other, the present
between these two images stays still invisible, in a vapor state of matter, quoting the installaiton To full Evapoartion from 2008. This process and
time continuum is ones more enacted tracing the mental directions of movement in both works. In “ARCHIVE / To Full Evaporation”, the out lines
of the evaporating water, are directed from the border of the units to the center, surrounding the left water. In “Drop & Drag”, the looped drop
spreads in endless interference circular lines, drawn beyond the framed video image.
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Drop & Drag
2010
Mixed media installation (views)
Digital frame, Movie Clip MPEG1, 0:10 sec Looped, pencil drawing on wall
Variable dimensions
Installation view, The Bold & The Beautiful, Rayko Alexiev Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Simeon Stoilov
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Drop & Drag
2010, Mixed media installation (stills from video documentation)
Photo Simeon Stoilov

The video image in “Drop & Drag”, presents a looped drop falling into a water surface spreading interference waves. The digital frame “cuts” the
image in the periphery, before the waves fade down. The pencil drawing continues the interference circles on the wall, with a visible imperfection
and illogic intervals between the lines. The result from the mixing of the two media is the impossible synchronization between the pulsations of
the video image and the static drawing.The video approaches the natural fact with the documentary of the camera, the drawing with the “echoing” deformed lines, repetiting to the state of total alienation and self-sufficiency from the central source.
The digital frame is the tension border between the two media, loaded with the intention and impossibility for coherence between the framed
video and the theoretically endless drawing.The time and speed of perception of the installation are related directly to the mixed media technique. While the video frame (despite its dimensions) is attracting the viewer’s attention from a longer distance, the extension of the image with
the pencil drawing on the wall, is visible from a much closer one. The video is a looped, geoemtrycaly centered, concentrated and framed image.
The wall drawing on the opposite, with the delicacy of the lines lays in an area much larger then the perceptible from a short distance and invisible
from a longer one. In this matter the time, speed and movement while identifying an image, become qualities for the perception of the drawing
instead of the video.
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Temporary Status Quo

“Temporary Status Quo” is a series of installations of found objects which meaning and use is “recycled”. The disposed expanded polystyrene
packages in combination with water and sand, as additional materials, are the subject of my interest in this process. The work is processed through
a number of installations in different locations, thus developing a complete physical sequence between spatial specifics, form and manipulation.
The purpose of the packages is to protect the goods they contains while transportation, their importance is temporary and lasts by the time the
product is unpacked. Technically, the internal shape of the package is the negative of the products form. I am interested in this game of positive
and negative, valuable and permanent (the product) and cheap and temporary (the package).
Filling the forms with water and sand on the place of the product, switches these positions: of the package-from temporary container to a solid
object and the contained object to a temporary shaped matter. In the process of production, the internal shape of the package depends on the
product’s one. Here the opposite, the form of the contained - water or sand, is a result from the internal shape of the package.
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Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, water
Variable dimensions
Installation view: BAZA Award for Contemporary Bulgarian Art, 2008, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: BAZA Award for Contemporary Bulgarian Art, 2008, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo Bora Petkova
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Temporary Status Quo, Georgi Velchev Art Museum, 2008, Varna. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo Bora Petkova
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Gaudenz B. Ruf Award for New Bulgarian Art, 2008, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Temporary Status Quo, Georgi Velchev Art Museum, 2008, Varna. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Gaudenz B. Ruf Award for New Bulgarian Art, Sofia City Art Gallery, 2008, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Gaudenz B. Ruf Award for New Bulgarian Art, Sofia City Art Gallery, 2008, Sofia. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
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Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Gaudenz B. Ruf Award for New Bulgarian Art, Sofia City Art Gallery, 2008, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
Temporary Status Quo
2008 - 2016
Expanded polystyrene, acrylic dispersion, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: The Collection. New Acquisitions 2008-2009, 2010, Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Courtesy: Fund Contemporary Art and Photography, Sofia City Art Gallery and the author
Photo Bora Petkova
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Temporary Status Quo
Bora Petkova / Juliana Mori

Temporary Status Quo
Bora Petkova / Juliana Mori
2010
Workshop
Expanded polystyrene, sand
Variable dimensions
Installation view: In Giardino, Biella. Italy
Photo Bora Petkova and Juliana Mori

“Temporary Status Quo” is developed to a workshop based on “play and learn” strategy using discarded polystyrene packages and natural materials. The workshop aims to stimulate the imagination of the participants through the unusual use of the material and at the same time to create a
space for education. During the workshop was provided information about the history, structure and properties, production process, main forms
produced and common use, degradation, recycling, reduce and environmental impact of polystyrene.
Modifyingtheuseofdisposablepackagesintomoulds,fromwhichcanbecasttemporalabstractforms,recyclestheconceptfortheirfunctionandchangespeople’svaluesystem.
The goal of the workshop is to question the consumerist culture by raising the subject of production and waste and how the products for temporary use can influence human life in long terms.
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Temporary Status Quo
Bora Petkova / Juliana Mori
2010, Workshop (views)
Photo Bora Petkova and Juliana Mori

“Temporary Status Quo” operates on several levels. The workshop develops the sequence of previous sculpture installations into a participatory
strategy, there leaving the aesthetical visual result from the background of the work and putting foreword an interactive knowledge shearing in
a real time. The self sufficient objects created in gallery environment, become agents to reach much wider audience and even more-to turn the
audience into collaborating participants.
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Temporary Status Quo
Bora Petkova / Juliana Mori
2010, Workshop (views)
Photo Bora Petkova and Juliana Mori

The children, all at different age, were directly drawn to the place of the workshop by the primary desire to play, followed by their parents. While
the children were discovering the “hidden shapes” of the packages, creating and destroying the sand forms, the parents had the time to read the
brochure explaining the event’s concept and giving information about the material. It happened that after the small lunch break, families were
coming back. We understood, that the parents had explained to the children the idea of the event, from the many questions we received during
the afternoon.
At the end of the day four of the children were so dedicated to the day we spent together, that they helped us to collect the sand and polystyrene
packages and to clean the place.
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Exhibition in Process.
You Are Invited To Come Again!

“Exhibition in Process You Are Invited to Come Again!” is the debut project of the Sculpture Program of Vaska Emanouilova Gallery (brunch of
Sofia City Art Gallery), started in 2008.
The installation is a work in process, presenting the sculpture-architectural organization of the gallery space. Through the exhibition period I was
physically constructing and deconstructing the established notions for “sculptural object” and “space”. While constantly transforming and documenting the phases of the installation, I was in direct visual and verbal contact with the audience.
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View from Vaska Emanouilova Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Perkova

Project drawings for Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008, Installation and performance
Transparent PVC, permanent black marker, acrylic paint
8 drawings 21 / 30 cm each

The gallery space is used as an experimental studio, exposing the artist and his work as an active live situation, there to provoke comments and
dialog about the artist’s autonomy and the mechanisms for manipulation of the audience orientation. Presenting the exhibition as an endless
working process, operates on the flexibility in perception and communication with sculpture objects, architecture and space.
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Previous page:
Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008
Installation and performance
Mixed Media
Variable dimensions
Installation view: Vaska Emanouilova Gallery, Sofia. Bulgaria
Photo Bora Petkova
Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008, Installation and performance (views and details)
Photo Dimitar Solakov

The installation consists of suspended sails of rubber coated fabric, which in the first phase of the process, reaching the flour lie rolled. All the
material used in the installation was positioned on its place (suspended or rolled) since the first phase and in the working process was extended
gradually individuating a new space inside the gallery’s one.
The first stage of the process is a composition from single hanging not connected banners; the flour is plane, only the rolls suggest possible development of the installation. This more statuary sculptural approach, allows the visitors to walk around and between the banners, as if between
theatre splitters.
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Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008, Installation and performance (views)
Photo Dimitar Solakov

The suspended banners are lining the space introducing a graphical rhythm of vertical lines, which plays with the space perspective.
Through the second phase unrolling the material positioned on the flour and orthogonally crossing the bands, I started to compose the ground
level of the installation. Leaving the “future walls” of the structure void, the audience could pass through and enter the “present ruin” of the future
space. Attracted by the idea to keep it in constant change, each phase of the work I consider as completed and autonomous structure.
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Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008, Installation and performance (views)
Photo Dimitar Solakov
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Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008, Installation and performance (view and details)
Photo Dimitar Solakov

Through the third phase, I started to make notes and drawings on the surface of the fabric, documenting the stages, comments and conversations
with the audience. I closed more passages and reduced the possible trajectories for movement. Proceeding this way I almost completely closed
the space. I was observing how the visitors were continuously exploring the same sculptural object at the same location but with every visit its
spatial presentation was directing them in different lines of movement and perception. The audience was experiencing the changes in the environment: the present is the future of the past, or just “The Present Is”.
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Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008, Installation and performance (views)
Photo Dimitar Solakov

The following images document the process of “ruining” the composed space. The audience chose to stay “outside”, there to perceive the space
as a sculptural volume in a process of deconstruction. During the performance, dismounting the suspended banners and dropping them on the
flour, I left only the one who played as entrances to the interior of the space, recreating a view of an archaeological site, performing the flash back
of the events.
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Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008, Installation and performance (views)
Photo Bora Petkova
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Exhibition in Process You Are Invited To Come Again!
2008, Installation and performance (view and details)
Photo Bora Petkova

My main interest in this work is how every moment, visibly or invisibly can contain all the moments from the past and the future. If and how the
past continues to exist, under what form, mater, memory and energy? How the future exists before we reach it, or maybe not? How there is only
one possible present from a number of possible futures, how in fact there is no future, but just a continuous present.
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